Subordinate-level categorization relies on high spatial frequencies to a greater degree than basic-level categorization.
In two experiments, category verification of images of common objects at subordinate, basic, and superordinate levels was performed after low-pass spatial filtering, high-pass spatial filtering, 50% phase randomization, or no image manipulation. Both experiments demonstrated the same pattern of results: Low-pass filtering selectively impaired subordinate-level category verification, while having little to no effect on basic-level category verification. Subordinate categorization consequently relies to a greater degree on high spatial frequencies of images. This vulnerability of subordinate-level processing was specific to a lack of high spatial frequency information, as opposed to other visual information, since neither high-pass filtering nor the addition of phase noise produced a comparable reduction in performance. These results are consistent with the notion that object recognition at basic levels relies on the general shapes of objects, whereas recognition at subordinate levels relies on finer visual details.